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Your Content
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Next Business Writing Project
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Introduction
This short guide is designed to help you start
writing a new business communication.
Whether it’s producing a resource for your
marketing, media or customer education
activities, the fundamental steps to plan a
business writing project are the same.
Plus, after you’ve scoped your first project,
you can reuse this information to write future
resources; saving you time and money.
Good luck!
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Step 1: Define your writing project
The first step in creating your business content is to determine what type of physical resource
you require. You may want to write a white paper, a media release, an industry report or a
new section on your website.
Equally important is to clarify why you need this resource. A greater goal drives your
company’s decision to invest in a new resource. What’s that goal?
Of course, for any business, ‘making money’ is vital for growth, so a resource to attract new
customers and increase sales is an easy answer. However, creating content that grows your
business in other profitable ways – e.g., nurturing existing customers, creating strategic
opportunities, promoting a new product, expanding the customer service skills of your sales
team, and so on – may be the real reason.
Perhaps you’ve discovered a gap in your customer’s knowledge that’s preventing them from
buying your product or service? Or your latest offering needs more website customers to
expand your online sales? Or your newsworthy story needs to reach a local audience in your
community newspaper? Several objectives for your writing project may exist; however, one
will stand out.
Knowing what you want to create, and why, will lay the groundwork for your writing project
as well as help you track the results.

DIRECTIONS FOR YOUR WRITER
•

The physical resource will be: ________________________________________
e.g., a 16-page whitepaper, a 5-page website, a 2-minute video script

•

We want this resource to: ____________________________________________
e.g., educate new prospects, engage existing customers, generate referrals
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Step 2: Define your target audience
The next step is to determine who you want to influence and impact
through your written communication. A clear understanding of your ideal
client is vital to writing a persuasive or compelling business
communication.
Some initial details to know about your intended audience will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What age group are they?
What gender are they?
How much do they earn?
What level of education do they have?
Where do they live?
Is English their first language?

This information gives your writer a necessary representation of your
target market. It hints at your reader’s possible social connections, daily
responsibilities, buying power, technology skills and preferred
communication methods.
But this information is also superficial. It can foster assumptions about
your ideal customer. Therefore, it’s essential to delve deeper into the
character of your target consumer; to better understand their values,
beliefs, attitudes, interests and motivations. Who are they? How do they
live their life? What’s important to them?
Of course, some personality details won’t be relevant to your business or
marketing communication. But here’s a handful of useful questions to
help you discover what may motivate your target audience to engage
with your topic:
•
•
•
•
•

What do they value and what interests them?
What activities do they spend time on?
What is their attitude towards, or opinion of, your topic?
What challenges are they experiencing?
What are their needs and motivations?

Lastly, if you struggle to define your target market, you could leverage
your current customers and learn how they think. Ask your customer
service team what feedback and questions they receive. Conduct
interviews or survey your customers to find out what makes them tick.
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DIRECTIONS FOR YOUR WRITER
•

The target audience has the following attributes:
Age: ______________________________________________________________________
Gender: ___________________________________________________________________
Earnings: __________________________________________________________________
Education: _________________________________________________________________
Location: __________________________________________________________________
Language: _________________________________________________________________

•

On the topic, the target audience has the following:
Values and interests: _______________________________________________________
Activities: _________________________________________________________________
Attitudes and opinions: _____________________________________________________
Challenges: ________________________________________________________________
Needs and motivations: _____________________________________________________
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Step 3: Define your topic
Before any real writing begins, it’s beneficial to outline the key concepts and main points
you wish to address in your business or marketing communication. Briefing your writer with
a clear topic and core ideas will give them an excellent springboard to research your subject
discerningly and achieve a communication that meets your expectations.
Alternatively, if you can’t define the key concepts, find a subject matter expert in your
organisation for your writer to interview. Direct access to a reliable source of companyapproved information will help the writer start quickly and work effectively.
To determine the content of your communication before you engage a writer, consider the
following questions:
•

For marketing communications — What are the most important features and benefits of
your product or service in the eyes of your target consumer? How will your product or
service improve their life?

•

For informational communications — What are the most critical issues and concepts you
want your target audience to understand? With this information, how will their life be
changed?

•

For all communications — What’s the ‘take-home’ message you want your target
audience to remember after reading the communication? This message isn’t a polished
mission statement or a catchy tagline. It’s merely a guiding statement your writer will use
to establish the focus of the communication.

DIRECTIONS FOR YOUR WRITER
•

The communication project needs to address these:
Features: _________________________________________________________________
Benefits: __________________________________________________________________
Issues: ____________________________________________________________________
Concepts: _________________________________________________________________

•

The ’take-home’ message is: _______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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Step 4: Define your reader’s next step
For business communications that seek to engage a target market, it’s
paramount to define your reader’s next steps. In short, you should help
them continue what you inspired them to start.
Depending on the communication you’re creating, and the objectives you
want to achieve, this ‘call to action’ or CTA can differ. In fact, CTAs can
range from a simple ‘visit our website for more information’ to a detailed
‘fill out our new puppy survey today to find the perfect dog bed for your
precious pooch’.
The ideal CTA tells your reader what action they should take and
motivates them to do so.
When you provide your writer with the type of action you want the reader
to take, they will craft a compelling CTA that complements the
communication and inspires your target audience to act.

DIRECTIONS FOR YOUR WRITER
•

The basic action we want the reader to take is:
_________________________________________________________________________
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Step 5: Define your project’s success
Your organisation needs to justify the investment of time and money required to create the
business content. Therefore, before you commence your business writing project, a final
consideration is to determine how you’ll measure its success.
For instance, you could aim to achieve a specific number of new customers, leads,
transactions or enquiries within a defined timeframe. Success measures are generally
tangible, such as website visitors, document downloads, online registrations, email opens,
event attendees, likes, follows and so on.
The communication’s call to action (CTA) is also a useful way to assess and drive success. A
carefully crafted CTA that doubles as a trackable event to monitor your audience
engagement is ideal. For example, inspire your reader to click on a unique weblink that your
company can trace and identify how many people have taken the specified action.
Understandably, success will look different to different types of organisations. Sometimes you
seek a change in behaviour or perception, and that’s difficult to measure. Therefore, deciding
upfront what result you need is the key to validating the success of your communication.
Without this information, you’re wasting an opportunity to improve your efforts next time.

DIRECTIONS FOR YOUR WRITER
•

We want this communication to achieve:
_________________________________________________________________________
e.g., 100 new website visitors per day, 5 new enquiries per week, 50 repeat
customers per month
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Final remarks
In closing, the five steps described in this guide will help you organise
your content plan and launch your next business writing project with
ease.
Alternatively, the same information can be compiled by your company
to effectively brief a professional copywriter or content writer, who’ll
undertake the project on your behalf.
Feel free to download the editable writer directions worksheet (.docx) from
my website: www.scienceofcopy.com.au
Good luck in planning and producing your business resource. I’m
available to discuss your project and support your writing needs.
If you have any questions or comments, please get in touch. I’d love to
hear from you!
Shahan Campbell PhD
Copywriter | Innovation & Science
e. shahan@scienceofcopy.com.au
w. www.scienceofcopy.com.au
m. +61 433 113 454
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WRITER DIRECTIONS WORKSHEET
This worksheet accompanies the publication ‘How to Organise Your Content: The Essential Guide to Planning Your Next
Business Writing Project’. To obtain your free copy of this guide, please get in touch: www.scienceofcopy.com.au

1: Define your writing project
The physical resource will be a:
e.g., 16-page whitepaper, 5-page website, 2-minute video script …

We want this resource to:
e.g., educate new prospects, engage existing customers, generate referrals …

2: Define your target audience
The target audience has the following attributes >
Age:
Gender:
Earnings:
Education:
Location:
Language:
On the topic, the target audience has the following >
Values and interests:
Activities:
Attitudes and opinions:
Challenges:
Needs and motivations:

3: Define your topic
The communication project needs to address these >
Features:
Benefits:
Issues:
Concepts:
The ’take-home’ message is:

4: Define your reader’s next step
The basic action we want the reader to take is:

5: Define your project’s success
We want this communication to achieve:
E.g., 100 new website visitors per day, 5 new enquiries per week, 50 repeat customers per month …

Got questions? Get in touch today. Visit www.scienceofcopy.com.au
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